1. **Rock Dissection, or "Standing in the Middle of Hell"** (1979)  
   Brian Read  
   3:00

2. **INC UT ICE** (1979)  
   Jon Wielstead  
   7:00

3. **Words for Birds** (1979)  
   Matthew Crowe  
   12:30

4. **A Little Song & Dance** (1979)  
   William Heinrichs  
   8:30

5. **A Place in the Run** (1979)  
   Laurence Couey  
   10:00

**INTERMISSION**

6. **Chor der Steine** (1979)  
   for computer-synthesized tape  
   John Nelby  
   10:00

7. **Baby Death** (1979)  
   A. "The Busy Box - Lullabye"  
   B. "Sleep - The Tunnel"  
   C. "Calls of the Dultchards to Baby Death"  
   D. "The Wheels of Baby Death"  
   Douglas Fulton  
   6:00

8. **Sarkin's Tune** (1979)  
   Peter Tod Lewis  
   11:00

(With the exception of the work by John Nelby, all the compositions on this program are receiving their first public performance this evening.)